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representing, with their dependants, a total of 2,500,000. There
are many anomalies, and payment of assistance to households
with considerable means of their own. While undertaking to
provide not only for the relief of material needs but also for the
promotion of the welfare of the unemployed, the Board is
faced with the difficulty of avoiding placing the unemployed
person in a better position than the paid wage-earner.
the belgian strikes
In Belgium, strikes are spreading among the coal-mines,
docks, and heavy industries generally. Trams and taxicabs are
also stopped and shops shut. Large bodies of mounted police
are being drafted into the mining areas. The authorities are
determined not to let the situation develop on the lines of the
French strikes, and have put a strong guard over such essential
services as the telephone. The strikers demand a wage increase,
the forty-hour week, and paid holidays.
Wednesday 17         A bright debate in the house of lords
The House of Lords staged a brilliant debate on Lord Craw-
ford's motion deprecating the reading of speeches. He said that
a higher level of oration would be possible if peers did not
deliver written essays and did not confine their interest to
their own essays. Lord Snell replied that when Ministers
had often to be departmental parrots it was better to read facts.
The almost ecclesiastical silence of the House was a fearful
damper on oratory. Lord Mottistone pointed out that this most
effective speech had not been read. Lord Halifax recalled that
Gladstone's famous peroration on Home Rule was ensconced
in the palm of his hand. He remembered only one effective
impromptu speech—that of Sir Edward Grey on 3 August,
1914. The motion was carried without a division,
spain
The state of public order in Spain was discussed by the
Cortes until after midnight. Sefior Gil Robles read a list of
statistics of persons killed and injured and buildings destroyed
since February. The Prime Minister replied that the figures
were exaggerated. He said that the masses were in a veritable
state of frenzy, and much tact and patience would be needed to
restore normal conditions. Meanwhile in Madrid food-shops
have been looted in the last twenty-four hours; strikers paraded
the streets closely escorted by police; two bombs exploded; and
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